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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Outcomes of immune checkpoint inhibitor
(ICI) rechallenge in NSCLC remain uncertain. This study
estimated the safety and efficacy of ICI rechallenge and
compared rechallenge benefit among different reasons of
initial ICI discontinuation in NSCLC.

Methods: PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Library were
searched for studies on NSCLC retreated with ICI.
Immune-related adverse events (irAEs), overall response
rate (ORR), disease control rate (DCR), and progression-
free survival (PFS) at initial ICI and rechallenge were
analyzed.

Results: A total of 15 studies including 442 patients be-
tween 2018 and 2022 were eligible for meta-analysis. The
incidence of grade 3 or 4 irAE was lower in rechallenge than
initial ICI (8.6% versus 17.8%, p < 0.001). Patients
rechallenged with ICI had lower ORR and DCR than initial
ICI (13.2% versus 42.4%, p < 0.001; 51.1% versus 74.0%, p
< 0.001). The ORR and DCR to ICI rechallenge were both
higher in patients who experienced disease progression
after stopping ICI or irAE than patients with disease pro-
gression during ICI treatment (ORR: 46.2% versus 20%
versus 11.4%, p ¼ 0.003; DCR: 84.6% versus 90.0% versus
55.0%, p ¼ 0.002). In addition, 34.7% of 69 patients with
individual response to ICI and PFS experienced the same or
better response to ICI rechallenge in comparison with initial
ICI, although PFS in initial ICI was longer than that in ICI
rechallenge (median: 8.90 versus 3.67 mo, hazard ratio ¼
0.44, 95% confidence interval: 0.33–0.59).

Conclusions: ICI rechallenge had less severe toxicity than
initial ICI treatment. Patients undergoing disease progres-
sion after ICI cessation or ICI discontinuation owing to irAE
are more likely to benefit from ICI rechallenge in NSCLC.
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Introduction
Immune checkpoint therapy with antibodies target-

ing PD-1/PD-L1 and CTLA4 is a new cornerstone of
cancer treatment and has been found to have a thera-
peutic efficacy across various types of cancer in the past
5 years.1 The number of patients with NSCLC who
received immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) is rapidly
increasing because growing evidence suggests that ICI
induces durable treatment response and prolongs sur-
vival in advanced NSCLC, especially to patients with high
PD-L1 expression.2,3 Recently, immune checkpoint ther-
apy or that plus chemotherapy was further recom-
mended as first-line regimen in metastatic NSCLC
without driver oncogene, regardless of PD-L1 levels.4

Nevertheless, immune checkpoint therapy was
eventually discontinued in many patients with advanced
NSCLC owing to disease progression.5 Even in patients
with favorable therapeutic efficacy, ICI treatment may
not last long owing to severe toxicities.6 In addition, the
discontinuation of ICI in some patients is attributed to
clinical decision after a defined time frame treatment
such as 2 years or 35 cycles of anti–PD-1.7

Along with accumulating experience and evolving
understanding of ICI, rechallenge of ICI is emerging in
patients with NSCLC who discontinued ICI treatment
owing to immune-related adverse events (irAEs) or
disease progression during ICI treatment or after stop-
ping ICI therapy after a defined number of cycles or a
long period.8–10 Nevertheless, the reported small num-
ber of patients undergoing ICI rechallenge provided
limited or heterogeneous evidence for ICI rechallenge.
Thus, the risks and benefits of ICI rechallenge remained
uncertain and inconclusive. The purpose of this meta-
analysis was to synthesize available data on the safety
and efficacy of ICI rechallenge and compare rechallenge
benefit among different reasons of initial ICI discontin-
uation in patients with advanced NSCLC.

Materials and Methods
Data Sources and Study Selection

Study search and selection were conducted in
accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-
tematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines.11 A
comprehensive literature search was conducted to
identify all relevant articles. The studies were searched
in the databases of PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Li-
brary until January 20, 2022. The search terms were the
following Medical Subject Headings and their synonyms:
“carcinoma, non-small-cell lung” and “immune check-
point inhibitor” and “rechallenge.”

The studies were reviewed to evaluate the title, ab-
stract, and full publication sequentially. The inclusion
criteria were as follows: (1) clinical characteristics and
prognosis parameters were described in patients with
NSCLC; (2) ICI was used in both the initial treatment and
retreatment (Fig. 1). Duplicate studies were excluded us-
ing the “remove duplicates” function in Endnote Online.
Case reports, reviews, comments, animal experiments,
meta-analyses, abstracts, and meetings with incomplete
data or non-English content were also excluded.
Data Extraction and Quality Assessment
A standardized data template was used to extract

data from studies, and all discrepancies were resolved
by consensus between two reviewers. The following in-
formation was extracted: first author, year of publica-
tion, country, study design, treatment period, number,
sex and mean age of patients at initial treatment, regi-
mens and therapy line of initial ICI and ICI rechallenge,
tumor proportion status, best response to ICI treatment,
number of patients who experienced grade 3 or 4 irAE
after initial treatment and after rechallenge, median
progression-free survival (PFS) (in mo), the cessation
reasons of initial ICI, and interval time between initial ICI
and ICI rechallenge (Table 1).13–27 Study quality as-
sessments were performed according to the Newcastle-
Ottawa Scale, which evaluated the study design based
on eight questions regarding population selection,
comparability, and exposure.12
Outcome Assessment and Statistical Analysis
The best response to treatment was accessed as

complete response, partial response (PR), stable disease,
progressive disease (PD), or not estimated according to
the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors version
1.1. The overall response rate (ORR) was defined as the
percentage of complete response and PR obtained as
best response, whereas the disease control rate (DCR)
included the ORR and percentage of achieved stable
disease. Adverse events were graded according to the
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events
version 4.0. PFS of initial ICI was defined as the time
from the start of initial ICI treatment to objective disease
progression. PFS of ICI rechallenge was defined as the
time from the date of rechallenge of ICI to the date of
disease progression or death from any cause. Hazard
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Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow diagram. ICI, immune checkpoint
inhibitor.
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ratio for PFS was estimated using Inverse Variance in
RevMan version 5.4.

Fixed effect model was used in our meta-analysis
when p value is greater than 0.1, I2 is less than 50% in
tests for heterogeneity, otherwise random effect model
was adopted. Each study in the fixed/random effect
analysis was weighted based on its sample size. The
pooled OR with 95% confidence interval (CI) was
calculated to evaluate the safety and efficacy of ICI
rechallenge in patients with NSCLC who received ICI
treatment. Publication bias was evaluated using funnel
plots. Differences of categorical data between groups
were analyzed using Pearson’s chi-square test or Fisher’s
exact test. All the statistical analyses were performed
using RevMan version 5.4 (www.training.cochrane.org/),
MedCalc software (https://www.medcalc.org), or SPSS
version 22.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) software. A p value
less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Eligible Studies and Quality Assessment

Our search retrieved a total of 372 publications from
the databases of PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Library.
After excluding duplicates and screening titles of the
studies, 182 articles were selected based on the relevance
to the study topic. The study selection scheme is illus-
trated in Figure 1. In total, 15 retrospective studies were
included in the meta-analysis after review of abstract and
full article for final qualitative and quantitative analyses.

The Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale was
used to evaluate quality of the included studies. All
studies scored either 7 or 8. The quality assessment
results for the individual studies are found in
Supplementary Table 1. There was no evidence of pub-
lication bias in the funnel plots of irAE, ORR, DCR, or PFS
among the included studies (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Characteristics of Studies Included in Meta-
Analysis

A total of 442 patients who received ICI rechallenge
after initial ICI treatment from the 15 eligible studies
were included in the meta-analysis. The mean age of
patients was 65.8 years, and 69% of the patients were
male. The main clinical characteristics and outcomes,
including grade 3/4 irAE, the best response to ICI, and
PFS, are found in Table 1.13–27 Among them, the
discontinuation of initial ICI occurred in 131 patients
owing to different grades of irAE, 251 patients owing to
disease progression during ICI treatment, and 42 pa-
tients owing to clinical decision such as after a defined

http://www.training.cochrane.org/
https://www.medcalc.org


Table 1. Study Characteristics

Study Country
Study
Design

Treatment
Period

No.of
Patient

Male,
%

Mean
Age (y)

Initial ICI

Regimen(i)
Therapy
Line

TPS
� 50%
(%)a

PFSi
(M)

Best Response

G3/
4 IrAE

Cessation
ReasonCR PR

Stable
Disease PD NR

Bernard et al.,
201813

France Retrospective 2012.5–2017.10 1 NR NR Anti–PD-(L)1 NR NR 19.9 0 1 0 0 0 0 PD

Fujita et al.,
201814

Japan Retrospective 2015.12–2018.3 12 66.7 70.8 Nivo Secondw 41.7 6.2 0 7 2 3 0 2 PD

Niki et al.,
201815

Japan Retrospective 2015.12–2017.12 11 81.8 66 Nivo NR NR 4.9 0 5 2 4 0 0 PD

Santini et al.,
201816

America Retrospective 2011.4–2016.5 38 52.6 64 Anti–PD(L)1/
anti-CTLA4

Firstw NR NR 18 20 0 6 irAE

Fujita et al.,
201917

Japan Retrospective 2018.1–2018.12 18 61.1 71 Nivo/Pemb Second 50 NR 0 8 4 5 1 0 NR

Watanabe et al.,
201918

Japan Retrospective 2015.12–2017.12 14 57.1 61.5 Atezo/nivo/
pemb

NR 50 3.7 0 3 5 6 0 0 PD

Mouri et al.,
201919

Japan Retrospective 2015.12–2018.8 21 90.5 69.6 Nivo Secondw NR 13.3 1 12 8 0 0 7 irAE

Fujita et al.,
202020

Japan Retrospective 2018.1–2019.8 15 93.3 71.4 Atezo/durva Secondw 0 3 0 0 5 9 1 0 PD

Gobbini et al.,
202021

France Retrospective 2010–2018 144 67.4 63 Anti–PD-(L)1 Firstw 14.6 13 10 61 38 26 9 27 irAE, PD,
clinical
decision

Herbst et al.,
202022

Keynote 10 Retrospective 2013.8–2015.2 14 NR NR Pemb Firstw NR NR 0 13 0 0 1 NR Clinical
decision

Katayama et al.,
202023

Japan Retrospective 2017.4–2018.11 35 68.6 70 Nivo/pemb/
atezo

Third 40 4 0 12 12 10 1 NR PD

Kitagawa et al.,
202024

Japan Retrospective 2018.4–2019.9 17 64.7 69 Anti–PD-(L)1 Firstw 17.6 9.7 0 6 9 2 0 3 PD

Furuya et al.,
202125

Japan Retrospective 2018.4–2019.2 38 NR NR Nivo/pemb Secondw NR NR 0 8 16 11 3 NR irAE, PD

Takahara et al.,
202226

Japan Retrospective 2016.8–2021.7 24 66.7 NR Durva/
pemb/nivo

NR 45.8 NR NR 4 irAE, PD

Xu et al., 202227 People’s
Republic of
China

Retrospective 2018.12–2021.6 40 77.5 NR Anti–PD-1 NR NR 5.7 0 14 19 7 0 NR PD

Study
Interval Time
(Median mo)

ICI Rechallenge

Regimen(r)
Therapy
Line

TPS � 50%
(%)a

PFSr
(M)

Best Response

G3/4
irAECR PR

Stable
Disease PD NR

Bernard et al., 201813 10 Anti–PD-(L)1 NR NR 35.4 0 0 1 0 0 0
Fujita et al., 201814 NR Pemb NR 50 3.1 0 1 4 6 1 0
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Table 1. Continued

Study
Interval Time
(Median mo)

ICI Rechallenge

Regimen(r)
Therapy
Line

TPS � 50%
(%)a

PFSr
(M)

Best Response

G3/4
irAECR PR

Stable
Disease PD NR

Niki et al., 201815 4.2 Nivo/pemb NR NR 2.7 0 3 2 6 0 0
Santini et al., 201816 NR Anti–PD-(L)1/anti–CTLA4 NR NR NR NR 8
Fujita et al., 201917 NR Atezo Thirdw NR NR 0 0 7 11 0 2
Watanabe et al., 201918 6.5 Atezo/nivo/pemb NR NR 1.6 0 1 2 11 0 0
Mouri et al., 201919 NR Nivo NR NR 7.4 0 4 14 2 1 2
Fujita et al., 202020 NR Nivo/pemb NR NR 2.4 0 0 4 9 2 2
Gobbini et al., 202021 NR Anti–PD-(L)1 Secondw NR 4.4 5 18 45 54 22 4
Herbst et al., 202022 NR Pemb NR NR NR 0 6 5 2 1 NR
Katayama et al., 202023 5.2 Nivo/pemb/atezo Fourth NR 2.7 0 1 14 18 2 NR
Kitagawa et al., 202024 NR Anti–PD-(L)1 Secondw NR 4 0 1 9 7 0 2
Furuya et al., 202125 NR Atezo NR NR NR 0 1 12 20 5 NR
Takahara et al., 202226 NR Nivo/atezo/pemb NR NR NR 0 2 9 13 0 3
Xu et al., 202227 NR Anti–PD-1 NR NR 6.8 0 9 25 6 0 NR
aPercentage of patients whose TPS is equals to or more than 50%.
Anti–PD-(L)1, immune checkpoint blockade targeting programmed cell death-(ligand)1; Atezo, atezolizumab; CR, complete response; Durva, durvalumab; G3/4 irAE, grade 3/4 immune-related adverse event; ICI,
immune checkpoint inhibitor; Nivo, nivolumab; NR, not reported; PD, progressive disease; Pemb, pembrolizumab; PFSi, progression-free survival of initial ICI; PFSr, progression-free survival of ICI rechallenge; PR,
partial response; Regimen(i), initial ICI regimen; Regimen(r), ICI rechallenge regimen; TPS, tumor proportion score.
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period or cycles of ICI treatment, and no informative
reason of cessation was provided in 18 patients. Eight of
15 studies reported systemic therapy (docetaxel þ
ramucirumab, carboplatin þ nanoparticle albumin-
bound paclitaxel/pemetrexed, gemcitabine, etc.) or
local therapy (radiation therapy or surgery) between
initial ICI and ICI rechallenge.
Pooled Analysis of irAE in Initial ICI Treatment
Versus ICI Rechallenge

Of the 442 patients, information for grade 3/4 (or not)
was reported for 315 patients with both initial ICI treat-
ment and ICI rechallenge. Among them, initial ICI was
discontinued in 131 patients owing to irAE. The incidence
of grade 3/4 irAE was lower when ICI was rechallenged,
compared with initial ICI (8.6% versus 17.8%, p¼ 0.001).
The odds of grade 3/4 irAE occurrence was significantly
lower in ICI rechallenge than initial ICI treatment (0.44,
95% CI: 0.27–0.71, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2).

Among 79 patients with detailed irAE records, 32
patients who discontinued the initial ICI owing to irAE
experienced grade 3/4 toxicity and only 4 of the 32
patients developed grade 3/4 irAE again during ICI
rechallenge.19,21
Pooled Analysis of Therapeutic Responses and
PFS in Initial ICI Treatment Versus ICI
Rechallenge

Among the 442 patients, information on therapeutic
response in both initial ICI treatment and ICI rechallenge
was available in 380 patients of 13 studies. Patients
rechallenged with ICI were found to have a decreased
ORR (13.2% versus 42.4%, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3A and B).
DCR after ICI rechallenge reached 51.1%, although it is
lower than the rate of 74.0% in the initial ICI treatment
(p < 0.001) (Fig. 3C and D).

ORR and DCR of ICI rechallenge were analyzed using
meta-analysis of proportion among 404 patients in 14
Figure 2. Pooled OR of G3/4 irAE in ICI rechallenge versus in
confidence interval; G3/4, grade 3/4; ICI, immune checkpoint
Haenszel.
studies which provided exact therapeutic response of ICI
rechallenge. The pooled ORR at ICI rechallenge was
12.4%. Nevertheless, the pooled DCR of ICI rechallenge
reached 54.9% (Fig. 4A and B). Especially, the thera-
peutic response of ICI rechallenge was also compared
among 10 studies with 180 patients who both had the
specific discontinuation reasons of initial ICI (disease
progression after stopping ICI therapy, irAE, and PDduring
initial ICI treatment) and their corresponding therapeutic
response. The ORR and DCR of ICI rechallenge were both
higher in patients who experienced disease progression
after stopping ICI treatment or irAE than in patients with
disease progression during ICI treatment (ORR: 46.2%
versus 20% versus 11.4%, p ¼ 0.003; DCR: 84.6% versus
90.0% versus 55.0%, p ¼ 0.002) (Fig. 4C and D).

Furthermore, among 69 patients for whom survival
information was available from 5 of the total 15 studies,
13% of the patients were found to have better thera-
peutic response with longer PFS in ICI rechallenge than
in their initial ICI (median: 4.8 versus 2.5 mo, p < 0.001).
In addition, 21.7% of the patients maintained the same
response (PR, stable disease) in ICI rechallenge as in
their initial ICI. Overall, the pooled PFS in initial ICI was
longer than that in ICI rechallenge (median: 8.9 versus
3.7 mo; hazard ratio ¼ 0.44, 95% CI: 0.33–0.59) (Fig. 5A
and B and Supplementary Fig. 2).
Discussion
This is the first meta-analysis in which available data

on the safety and efficacy of ICI rechallenge were esti-
mated and rechallenge benefit among different reasons
of initial ICI discontinuation was compared in NSCLC.
This study revealed that ICI rechallenge was less effec-
tive but had a lower incidence of irAE than initial ICI.
Patients with disease progression in treatment-free
period after initial ICI and patients who experienced
irAE in ICI had better therapeutic response to ICI
rechallenge, compared with those undergoing PD during
initial ICI treatment. Importantly, this study suggests
itial ICI. Lower OR represents lower incidence of irAE. CI,
inhibitor; irAE, immune-related adverse event; M-H, Mantel–



Figure 3. Efficacy analysis of initial ICI versus ICI rechallenge. (A) Overall response rates of initial ICI versus ICI rechallenge in
studies with related information. (B) Pooled OR of overall response (CR/PR) in ICI rechallenge versus initial ICI. Lower OR
represents lower incidence of overall response. (C) Disease control rates of initial ICI versus ICI rechallenge in studies with
related information. (D) Pooled OR of disease control (CR/PR/stable disease) in ICI rechallenge versus initial ICI. Lower OR
represents lower disease control rate. CI, confidence interval; CR, complete response; ICI, immune checkpoint inhibitor; M-
H, Mantel–Haenszel; PR, partial response.
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that patients who experience irAE or disease progression
after stopping ICI treatment may be potential candidates
for successful rechallenge and achieving disease control.

Lung cancer accounts for the highest number of cancer-
related deaths worldwide.28 ICI rechallenge could repre-
sent an attractive option in NSCLC, yet no systemic and
conclusive analysis supporting this strategy is available.
Overall, the current findings indicate that ICI rechallenge in
patients with NSCLC is generally safe. Recurrent or new
irAE after ICI retreatment seems mild and manageable in
comparison with initial immune checkpoint therapy.29,30

On the basis of the durable response in previous ICI
treatment, patients with disease progression in treatment-
free period are supposed to have a more favorable efficacy
at ICI rechallenge. Consistently, the present pooled study
revealed that patients with disease progression in
treatment-free period after ICI treatment had the best
therapeutic efficacy of ICI rechallenge.

Clinical irAE, which was associated with the immuno-
therapeutic efficacy, may represent a clinical biomarker for
ICI response.31 The mechanism of irAE may reflect the
bystander effect from activated T cells, and patients
responding to ICIs may have greater likelihood of auto-
immune toxicities owing to a more competent/treatment-
responsive immune system or cross-reactivity between
the tumor and host tissue.32 Interestingly, our pooled
analysis found that patients with irAE at initial ICI treat-
ment had high therapeutic efficacy at ICI rechallenge
among different reasons of initial ICI discontinuation
(Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the ORR of ICI rechallenge in our
NSCLC study is still lower than that in the pan-cancer
studies.30,33

Although recent studies have begun to evaluate the
clinical outcomes of ICI rechallenge in patients with
cancer who had previously discontinued ICI treatment,
the uncertain risks and benefits of ICI retreatment may
impede the decision to resume ICI as an alternative
therapy option in the clinical settings.34 In the studies
included in the present meta-analysis, the switch from
PD-1/PD-L1 to PD-L1/PD-1 at disease progression that
occurred during ICI treatment revealed limited clinical
efficacy.14,17,20,23,24 Theoretically, a switch from anti–PD-
(L)1 to anti–CTLA-4 therapy or vice versa may be
reasonable. CTLA-4 inhibition works by increasing the
diversity of the antitumor immune response in the
lymph node and perhaps by depleting highly CTLA-4–
expressing regulatory T cells in the tumor microenvi-
ronment, whereas PD-1/PD-L1 blockade mostly works
at the tumor site by locally reactivating the exhausted
tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes.35 Outcomes of ICI
rechallenge have also been reported in patients with
melanoma.36,37 Nivolumab and pembrolizumab in
ipilimumab-refractory patients were found to have an
ORR of 20% to 30%, although response rates were
lower with anti–PD-1 rechallenge after prior anti–PD-1.
Owing to these nonoverlapping mechanisms, treatment



Figure 4. Therapeutic responses of ICI rechallenge and efficacy comparison based on different initial ICI discontinuation
reasons (PD after stopping ICI therapy versus irAE versus PD during ICI). (A) Pooled ORR (CR/PR) of ICI rechallenge in meta-
analysis of proportion (12.4%, p ¼ 0.0016, random effects). (B) Pooled DCR (CR/PR/stable disease) of ICI rechallenge in meta-
analysis of proportion (54.9%, p < 0.0001, random effects). (C) ORR of initial ICI versus ICI rechallenge based on different
initial ICI discontinuation reasons in 10 studies. The ORR of ICI rechallenge was higher in patients who experienced PD after
stopping ICI treatment or irAE than in patients with PD during ICI treatment (ORR: 46.2% versus 20% versus 11.4%, p ¼ 0.003).
(D) DCR of initial ICI versus ICI rechallenge based on different initial ICI discontinuation reasons. The DCR of ICI rechallenge
was higher in patients who experienced PD after stopping ICI treatment or irAE than in patients with PD during ICI treatment
DCR: 84.6% versus 90.0% versus 55.0%, p ¼ 0.002. CR, complete response; DCR, disease control rate; ICI, immune checkpoint
inhibitor; irAE, immune-related adverse event; ORR, overall response rate; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response.
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sequencing from one class to the other or their combi-
nation may be feasible and beneficial for patients.

Although this study is the first meta-analysis pub-
lished to date analyzing the safety and efficacy of ICI
rechallenge after initial ICI treatment in NSCLC, there
were some limitations to this study. First, the meta-
analysis was based on retrospective studies, which
have their inherent biases. For example, recurrent or
new irAE after ICI retreatment seems mild and
manageable in comparison with initial ICI, but physi-
cians seemed to select the patients for rechallenging of
ICI more safely, that is, selection bias. Larger scale
prospective studies are warranted to validate the find-
ings of this study. Second, there were insufficient raw
data to conduct meta-analysis for long-term survival
after ICI rechallenge. Many studies lacked mature PFS
data necessary for meta-analysis. Third, ideally, the
safety and efficacy of ICI rechallenge should be
compared with second- or further-line docetaxel or
pemetrexed, but this was not possible, as the data on the
safety and efficacy of ICI rechallenge were compared
with those of initial ICI in the previous studies included
in this meta-analysis.

To conclude, ICI rechallenge should be considered on
an individual scenario. Rechallenge with ICI is a
reasonable therapeutic option for those who underwent
disease progression after stopping ICI treatment or who
discontinued treatment owing to toxicity. Additional
studies are needed to better understand the molecular
characteristics of responding patients.



Figure 5. Therapeutic responses and PFS in initial ICI versus ICI rechallenge among 69 patients. (A) Therapeutic response change
from initial ICI to ICI rechallenge. (B) The pooled PFS of initial ICI and ICI rechallenge. CR, complete response; ICI, immune
checkpoint inhibitor; PD, progression disease; PFS, progression-free survival; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease.
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